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We set standards as the market-leading 
manufacturer, showing off our strengths with 
detailed solutions for complete systems.

Disposal

Raw materials  
collection

Construction and  
decommissioning

Special vehicles

Raw materials  
transport

Container transport

versions
Every multi-function trailer is unique, indi-
vidually built from the trusted Hüffermann 
modular system to meet customer require-
ments. Four different chassis lengths are 
available, with two- or three-axle turntable 
design or central axle design.

Container transport

Multi Carrier
Robust and flexible: your new trailer for transporting  
equipment, construction machinery or swap containers 
according to DIN 30722 and DIN 30720/30720-1
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Multi Carrier
The Multi Carrier is characterised by a high level of quality. 

The multifunction trailer is a com-
bination of a low-loader and trans-
portation for swap bodies, a true 
multifunction talent.
The multifunction talent performs 
countless tasks, and with its basic 
equipment, it can transport roller 
containers, palettes, pallet cages, 
long material, timber, trees, shrub-
bery, cars, lorries, transporters, fork-
lifts, mini-excavators, wheel loaders 
as well as excavators with rubber 
tyres, and much more.

Container transport

+ Highly manoeuvrable
+ Payload giant
+ Easy handling
+ Robust construction

+ Multifunction talent
+ Payload giant
+ Well-designed, user-friendly con-

struction
+ Robust construction

Your benefits
Your benefits

Central axle design for 
roller containers
Multi Carrier with central axle design for 
roller containers and machines with a tech-
nical payload of 14,700 kg.

Two axles for  
roller containers
Multi Carrier with two-axle design for roller 
containers and machines with a technical 
payload of 15,000 kg.

Multi Carrier for roller and 
skip containers
With two- or three-axle design for roller 
containers and skips as well as machines. 
The vehicle is designed with a hitch that can 
be lowered for front loading.

Container transport Container transport

HPA 2072 HPT 2072
HPA 2072 – ASK with height-adjustable 
drawbar device

+ Flexible use
+ Robust construction
+ Well-designed, user-friendly 

construction
+ Tested load securing

Your benefits

Multi Carrier versions

The right solution for every application

Multi Carrier versions

Special version with steel or non-slip floor

Multi-functional trailers

As a standard, the multifunction trailer is 
designed with a storage compartment for 
the loading ramps

+ Robust construction
+ Chassis for high payload focal 

points

Your benefits

+ Robust construction
+ Flexible use

Your benefits
+ Robust construction
+ Flexible use

Your benefits

Load securing Centring-Fix

Hüffermann attaches great importance to 
flexible and quick conversion of the load 
securing, to avoid time-consuming adjust-
ments when dealing with different skip con-
tainers. With the Multi Carrier, the patented 
Centring-Fix makes it easy to adjust the side 
push-locks.

+ Practical operation
+ Robust technology
+ Various container widths

Your benefits

The Hüffermann modular construction offers 
two key advantages: individual design, 
which is tailored exactly to your require-
ments and high-quality production – 100% 
“Made in Germany” guaranteed. Hüffer-

The Multi Carrier in plateau design is espe-
cially constructed for transporting pallets, 
ballast weights, crane booms or roof trusses 

The basic version of the two-axle Multi 
Carrier is designed for transporting roller 
containers and is available in four chassis 

mann only uses first-class vehicle compo-
nents from renowned manufacturers, so 
their durability pays off over the course of 
their service life. Why not contact us? We’d 
love to help you.

as well as prefabricated houses. The Multi 
Carrier is available with a chassis length of 
8,300 mm or 9,300 mm. 

lengths of 5,700 mm – 7,200 mm. The three-
axle version is available in three versions 
with a chassis length of up to 8,300 mm.

Combined load securing

The set-down troughs are fastened on the Multi 
Carrier with combined load securing. The skips 
are secured against sliding in the direction of 
travel and to the sides with adjustable stops. The 
containers are locked to the rear on the rear con-
tainer mounting block with transverse lashing.

Multi Carrier

The load is lashed with 2 tensioning chains, 
which are fastened with a special self-lock-
ing oval eye on the rear container mounting 
block and lashed down at a lashing angle of 
35° – 60°. A chain shortener makes handling 
easier.

Centring-Fix (removable) 
“partially registered design”

Multi Carrier modular system

Pre-fabricated house or roof truss transport

Three-axle Multi Carrier with alloy wheels

Multi Carrier type HPA2893 in plateau design Two-axle Multi Carrier with loading ramps

HPT2772-235L

HPT2072-235L straight rear

HTP1467-235L
Recessed lashing points

HTP2872-235L Functional trailer rear
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